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Sebastian's Custom Gear

Sebastian was given extra money to spend on herself for whatever endeavors she wanted to partake in,
thanks to a trust fund that her parents had started for her and the Temple had taken care of until she
was ready to take on the world. As such, she has spent a part of it on these items. If she bought more
than one, the quantity is listed as well.

Kanzu

Type: Half-sleeve shirt
Role: Protection
Mass: 1.5 lbs

Material(s)

SynArS(3)
Exotic Fiber(2)

Upgrade(s)

Fluid Wicking
Self-repairing Nanites
Tightened Weave

Description: The Kanzu is made of a combination of SynArS and fibers from the plant-life of
Iromakuhane, allowing it to be much more durable than expected. It also has the ability to wick away
moisture, repair itself from most minor tears, and the tightened weave allows it to be against the skin.
With each of the upgrades, it makes the Kanzu more resistant to ballistics, but of course would not
prevent injury.

Field Maintenance Procedure: Any extra material not used in the making of the Kanzu is given to the
purchaser for necessary repairs, though it would last only for long enough to make one or two.

Price: 620KD

Quantity: 5 Black

Wanyama Ngozi Vest

Type: Leather Vest
Role: Protection
Mass: 1.5 lbs
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Material(s)

Leather (7)
SynArS (3)

Upgrade(s)

Carbon-Nano Fiber Weave
Self-Repairing Nanites

Description: The Wanyama Ngozi Vest (literally translated to Animal Skin Vest) is made primarily of
leather. It is lined with SynArS material to give it a more comfortable feel, since there's no way to imbed
the fibers into the leather. The Carbon-Nano Fiber Weave is imbedded into the SynArs, and the Nanites
are in both.

Field Maintenance Procedure: Any material not used in the production of the Vest is given to the
buyer. Only enough to help with repairs for two major rips.

Price: 550 KD

Cargo suruali

Type: Pants
Role: Protection
Mass: 2.5 lbs

Material(s)

SynArS(5)

Upgrade(s)

Fluid Wicking
Self-Repairing Nanites
Carbon Nano-Fiber Weaving
Quick Access Pockets x2

Description: Cargo suruali are made only out of SynArS material. These custom pants are designed to
look like Cargo pants, but have the added protection of being able to be self-repairing and having Carbon
Nano-Fiber Weaving. They are able to wick away sweat and have two easy access pockets on the sides.
They come in varying colors of black, green or tan.

Field Maintenance Procedure: Any material not used in the making of the pants are given to the
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buyer to help in repairs.

Price: 620 DK each

Quantity: one of each color

Zima buti

Type: Literal translation: boots:combat]]
Role: Protection
Mass: 4lbs total

Material(s)

Leather(3)
Steel(1)

Upgrade(s)

Hidden Plating at Toes and Heels
Hidden Holster for Stiletto

Description: The Zima buti are made like any other combat boot with a two hidden extras. One is
hidden plating that is at the toe and heel of each boot. The other is a sheath that is hidden on the inside
part of the left boot for ease of access to a right handed person.

Field Maintenance Procedure: There would be no extra material for repairs, but the leather is of high
quality and in little to no need of maintenance.

Price: 400 KD

Duster

Type: Old-fashioned long coat
Role: Protection
Mass: 5 lbs

Material(s)

Leather(7)
SynArS(3)
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Upgrade(s)

Carbon-Nano Fiber Weave
Self-Repairing Nanites
Hidden Pockets x2

Description: The Duster is just that, an old-fashioned long coat that is from the Wild-West of old Earth. It
is still popular today, since it is primarily used for those not in law enforcement. This particular one is
enhanced with Carbon-Nano Fiber weaving throughout the SynArS that lines the coat. Self-Repairing
Nanites help keep the coat from getting too much damage and there are two hidden pockets on the
inside of the coat for extra storage.

Field Maintenance Procedure: Any extra material not used in the manufacture of the Duster is given
to the purchaser for repairs, though it is limited to one repair.

Price: 760 KD

OOC Notes

SmokeEmpress created this article on 2015/02/09 13:00.
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